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Abstract 
Frougny, Ch. and J. Sakarovitch, Synchronized rational relations of finite and infinite words, 
Theoretical Computer Science 108 (1993) 45-82. 
The purpose of this paper is a comprehensive study of a family of rational relations, both of finite 
and infinite words, namely those that are computable by automata where the reading heads move 
simultaneously on the n input tapes, and that we thus propose to call synchronized rational relations. 
Introduction 
Rational relations on words are those relations that are computable by finite 
automata with two or more l-way input tapes. These relations have been considered 
by Rabin and Scott [20], who stated in their survey paper a number of results and 
problems, the last of which - the equivalence of deterministic n-tape automata - has 
been solved only recently [14]. The first systematic study is due to Elgot and Mezei 
[7], who established in their seminal paper of 1965 a number of properties of these 
relations, among which the closure by composition. Both these papers deal with finite 
words, whereas Biichi considered, for his investigation of second-order logic, com- 
putations of finite automata on n-tuples of infinite words [4]. 
The purpose of this paper is a comprehensive study of a family of rational relations, 
both of finite and infinite words, namely those that are computable by automata with 
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the main property that the reading heads move simultaneously on the n input tapes, 
and that we thus propose to call synchronized rutional relations. 
One of the main ideas developed in the paper is the resynchronization of automata 
with bounded delay ~ which holds for infinite computations as well as for the finite 
ones ~ and which can be stated as follows, using the Rabin and Scott model of n-tape 
automata. Let us say that an automaton has bounded delay if in the course of any 
computation the distance between the reading heads keeps bounded, and that an 
automaton is sJwchron0u.s (or letter-to-letter) if the heads move simultaneously at 
every step of any computation. If an automaton .d has bounded delay then it is 
possible to resynchronize it, i.e. to (effectively) build a synchronous automaton ,d’ 
which is equivalent to .o/ ~ for both finite and infinite computations. 
Another side of the results presented in the paper ~ close to the idea of resynchroniz- 
ation but relevant only to finite words ~ is the link that can be established between 
some properties of the result of computations of an automaton and the properties of 
the computations themselues or, equivalently, between properties of a rational relation 
as a subset and properties of the rational (or regular) expression that realize it. This 
relationship corresponds exactly to the Fatou property in ring theory; it has been 
considered several times in the theory of rational relations (see [3,6, IS] for instance). 
The best-known result along this line is probably the theorem first set out in [S] and 
usually credited to Eilenberg and Schtitzenberger (see [6, p. 265]), which states that 
a length-preserciny rational relation of‘ A* x B* is indeed a rational subset of (A x B)* 
(cf. Theorem 2.2) or, equivalently, is realized by a synchronous automaton. 
In this respect our paper deals not only with length-preserving relations - i.e. two 
related words have equal length ~ but, more generally, with relations with bounded 
length d#erence ~ i.e. the difference of the length of two related words in bounded. 
Rational relations with bounded length ditrerence are characterized as a finite union 
of the products of length-preserving rational relations by finite sets (Proposition 2.1) 
and have the property that any n-tape automaton that realizes such a relation has 
bounded delay (Proposition 3.2), that brings back to resynchronization property. 
Our first motivation for that work was the problem of representations of the 
integers (by finite words) and of the real numbers (by infinite words) in nonclassical 
numeration systems. The connection of this subject with the matter developed here is 
presented in Appendix B. In this context, the characteristic property of the relations 
under investigation two words are in relation if they represent the same number ~ is 
that the difference of the length of two related words is bounded (when it comes to 
integers and to finite words), and that any automaton that realizes the relation has 
bounded delay (when it comes to reals and infinite words). 
As far as the infinite words are concerned, the automata with bounded delay and 
the relations they realize, proved to be the “good” objects. But as for finite words, we 
were led to a natural generalization of relations with bounded delay, which happens to 
have been considered several times in the literature. We define synchronized rational 
relations (of finite words) to be the relations realized by letter-to-letter automata with 
terminal function in the family of rational sets (cf. Definition 4.1). The synchronized 
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rational relations coincide with “finite-automata-definable relations” of Elgot and 
Mezei [7] and with “sequential” relations of Biichi [4] (see also [23]). Both of these 
old denominations are now in conflict with the (rather well accepted) terminology for 
rational relations (see [6, 21). 
As they make up an Qktice Boolean algebra (both in the case of finite and infinite 
words), synchronized rational relations (and its subfamily of relations with bounded 
length difference) appear in several fields related to automata theory. The multiplica- 
tion by a generator in an automatic group is a rational relation with bounded length 
difference [S], the relations that describe ground rewriting systems are synchronized 
rational relations [S] and rational relations with bounded delay, both of finite and 
infinite words, have been studied in connection with logical hierarchies [23, 241, to 
mention a few. 
To tell the truth ~ and as we discovered afterwards ~ most of the results on 
synchronized rational relations (of finite words) presented here can be found in [7]. 
The proofs we are giving are based on a key lemma of Eilenberg and Schutzenberger, 
which we call the resynchronization lemma (Lemma 2.3) and generalize for infinite 
words (Lemma 7.9). These two lemmas deal with rational expressions; a direct 
algorithmic proof of the resynchronization of automata is presented in Appendix A. 
The main tool of our presentation is the notion of automata with terminal function. 
We also sketch a theory of letter-to-letter automata with terminal function. A com- 
plete description of the properties that the resynchronization lemma entails will be 
developed in a forthcoming paper. 
The paper continues with the description of the two families of rational relations, of 
finite and infinite words, stressing on the situation of synchronized rational relations, 
in particular with respect to the deterministic ones. 
For finite words, synchronized rational relations contain the recognizable relations 
and are contained in the deterministic rational relations. We show that it is not 
decidable whether a rational relation is synchronized or not (Proposition 5.5). 
For infinite words, the situation is more intricate, for a nondeterministic automaton 
is not necessarily equivalent to a deterministic one. Using topological arguments, we 
show that the family of deterministic synchronized rational relations is the intersec- 
tion of the family of synchronized rational relations and the family of deterministic 
rational relations (Theorem 8.7). The proof is based on the fact that the infinite 
behavior of a deterministic n-tape automaton is a countable intersection of open sets 
(Proposition 8.9) and it is noteworthy that the converse of this proposition does not 
hold, contrary to what happens for deterministic l-tape automaton. 
The undecidability results in the description of the family of rational relations of 
finite words carry over on the family of rational relations of infinite words, by means 
of the notion of w-completion of a relation of finite words (Definition 8.13). The proof 
of results concerning deterministic relations, e.g. the fact that determinism is preserved 
by w-completion, requires a number of direct constructions on automata, that are 
gathered in Appendix A. They are all simplified by the definition of coueriny of 
automata that is adapted from Stallings [22]. 
A preliminary version of this work has appeared in the Proceedings of the Interna- 
tional Colloquium on Words, Languages and Combinatorics held in Kyoto, 1990, and 
published by World Scientific, and in 1121. 
PART I: RELATIONS OF FINITE WORDS 
1. Preliminaries 
We basically follow the exposition of [7] and of [6] for the definition of finite 
automata over an alphabet and their generalization to automata over any monoid M; 
when M is a direct product of(n) free monoids - which will be the only case considered 
here - this generalization amounts to the definition of n-tape automata. 
An automaton otter a jinite alphabet A, .d =(Q, A, E, I, T) is a directed graph 
labelled by elements of A; Q is the set of states, I c Q is the set of initial states, Tc Q is 
the set of terminal states and E c Q x A x Q is the set of labelled edges. The automaton 
is jinite if Q is finite and this will always be the case in this paper. If (p, a, q)gE, we 
note also p+q. A computation c in .d is a finite sequence of labelled edges 
a2 a,, 
c=po UI P1-p2,..-pn. 
The label of C, denoted by 1~1, is the element ICI =a1 a2...an of A*. The computation c is 
succes.$ul if pOgl and p,,~ T. The behavior of .d is the subset 1 .d 1 of A* consisting of 
labels of successful computations of .ei’. 
An automaton .d is said to be trimmed if (a) every state q is accessible, i.e. there exists 
a path in .d starting in I and terminating in q and (b) every state q is coaccessible, i.e. 
there exists a path in .rJ starting in q and terminating in T. 
This definition of automata as labelled graphs extends readily to automata over any 
monoid: an automaton over M, ,cr/ = (Q. M, E, I, T), is a directed graph the edges of 
which are labelled by elements of the monoid M. The automaton is finite if the set of 
edges E c Q x M x Q is finite (and, thus, Q is finite). The label of a computation 
XI J,, 
c=p, -pl$+ Pz... -p* 
is the element /c / = x I .x2,. .x, of M. The behacior of .d is the subset I .d I of M consisting 
of labels of successful computations of .d. In this context, an automaton over an 
alphabet A is an automaton over the free monoid A*. 
The set of behaviors of finite automata over a monoid M coincides with the Kleene 
closure of finite sets of M - this is Kleene’s theorem for M being a free monoid and can 
be found in [7] for the general case. Let us state this in the vocabulary we shall be 
using. Let M be a monoid; the family of rational subsets of M is the least family of 
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subsets of M containing the finite subsets and closed under union, product and the 
“star” operation (and is denoted by Rat M). Then the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 1.1 (Elgot and Mezei [7]). A subset of M is rational if and only if it is the 
behavior of a finite automaton over M, the labels of the edges of the automaton being 
taken in any set of generators of M. 
We shall consider only finite automata and, thus, call them simply automata in the 
sequel. By definition, a rational relation from a free monoid A* into a free monoid B* 
is a relation the graph of which is a rational subset of (the nonfree monoid) A* x B*. 
The family of rational relations from A* into B* is, thus, denoted by Rat(A* x B*), 
and by RatI when the alphabets are not specified. By Theorem 1.1, a rational relation 
is the behavior of a (finite) automaton over A* x B*. The labels of its edges are pairs of 
words: such an automaton may be viewed as (or is equivalent to) a finite automaton 
with two tapes - the model defined by Rabin and Scott - and will be called here 
a 2-automaton, by reference to automata over the free monoid that are automata with 
one tape or l-automata. In the literature 2-automata are also often called nondeter- 
ministic generalized sequential machines or transducers. 
And now some more notations. The identity of a monoid is (ambiguously) denoted 
by 1. The length of a word fiA* is denoted by IfI and the number of occurrences of 
the letter a in J by 1 f Ia. The set of words of A* of length k is denoted by Ak and the set 
of words of A* of length <k is denoted by AGk. For every integer k, let us denote by 
Diff, the set 
Diff,=(Ask x l)u(l x Bsk). 
The set of natural integers is denoted by N. Let i.: A* x B*+N' be the length 
morphism J:(L g)~(l.fl, Id). 
Finally, let us make an observation of importance for the rest of the paper. The set 
of pairs of words in A* x B* of equal length is a free submonoid of A* x B* generated 
by A x B. 
Definition 1.2. We call letter-to-letter 2-automaton a 2-automaton with edges labelled 
in A x B. 
A letter-to-letter 2-automaton can, thus, be viewed as a l-automaton with input 
alphabet A x B and, in particular, can be determinized. 
2. Rational relations with hounded length difference 
We call length dtflerence of a pair of words (f; g) the integer I If I - /g 11. Any element 
u=(J; g) of A* x B* with length difference /If I -lg/l= k can be uniquely written as 
a product u=u’u” with u’ in the free monoid (A x B)* and u”EDiff,. This unique 
decomposition yields the following equality: 
VT,,T,c(AxB)*, VSI,SzCDiffk, r,s,n~r,s,=(r,nTZ)(S1nS2). (1) 
A relation R has a bounded lerqth diflerence if there exists an integer k such that the 
length difference of every pair (.f; y) in R is smaller than or equal to k. It is also 
convenient to call lerzgtji dlj$erence of a relation R the upper bound of the set of length 
differences of pairs of words in R. With that terminology, a relation has a bounded 
length difference if its length difference is finite and a relation is length-preserving if its 
length difference is 0. 
In this section, we characterize bounded length difference rational relations. The 
results are basically due to Elgot and Mezei 171. Our presentation, together with the 
proofs, rather follows the ideas of Eilenberg and Schiitzenberger and relies on a key 
lemma of [6] that is well-suited for the extension to relations of infinite words. 
Another possible proof is given by the direct resynchronization of automata (see 
Section A.2). 
Proposition 2.1. A rational relation R with length d@erence bounded by k is a finite 
union qf products of’ rationol subsets qf (A x B)* by subsets qf Diff, (a jinite union oj 
products of subsets qf Diff, by rational subsets qf (A x B)*). 
The restriction of Proposition 2.1 to length-preserving relations gives the better- 
known statement. 
Theorem 2.2 (Elgot and Mezei [7]). A length-preserving rational relation qf A* x B* 
is a ratio& subset of (A x B)*. 
Theorem 2.2 also appears in 161. As a consequence of it (and of Theorem l.l), 
a length-preserving rational relation is the behavior of a letter-to-letter 2-automaton 
(and this is closer to the original statement in 171). 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 uses the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3 (Eilenberg and Schutzenberger 161, Resynchronization lemma). For 
every TERat(A x B)* and every word WEA * there exists u ,fumily (TX1 x~A~“l} of 
rational sets of’ (A x B)* such that 
(\v, l)T= u T,(.x, 1). 
stA * 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. It mimics the proof of Theorem 2.2 as given in 163 and goes 
by induction on the star height of R. If R is of star height 0, it is a finite union of pairs 
with length difference k, each one being the product of an element of (A x B)* and of 
an element of Diff,. Assume now that the proposition holds for every rational 
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relation of star height h, and let R be of star height h+ 1. R is a finite union 
R=UU,RTM,...M,_,R,*U,, with the ui’s in A* x B* and the Ri’s in Rat(A* x B”) of 
star height at most h. Elementary length considerations show that every Ri has to be 
length-preserving and, thus, R,sRat(A x B)* and, therefore, R*ERat(A x B)*. From 
Lemma 2.3, uoRT is a finite union of elements of the form Hc, with HERat(A x B)* 
and PEA* x B*, and i.(~)=E,(u,,). 
Iterating this procedure for i going from 1 to r shows that the monomial 
uoR~...u,_,R,*u, and, thus, R, is a finite union of elements of the form Lw, with 
LERat(A x B)* and ~.(w)=~.(u~...u,.). Thus, w has length difference k and may be 
written as w=w’w”, with ul’~(A x I?)* and \t”‘EDif&. 0 
Proposition 2.1 can equivalently be stated as follows: 
“A rational relution with bounded length d@erence is equal to u finite union of 
products of length-preseraing rationul relations by finite relations.” 
In order to express Proposition 2.1 in terms of automata, we define the notion of 
(2)-automaton with terminal (or initial) function; it makes use of the ideas introduced 
in [21] by Schutzenberger for the definition of subsequential transducers (see also 
PI 1. 
Definition 2.4. A 2automaton tvith terminal function is a 2-automaton 
.ol =(Q, A* x B*, E, I, w), where CO is a function from Q into Y(A* x B*). The behavior 
of&‘, 1 :dl, is the set of pairs of words (f; g) such that there exist f”, f”~ A*, g’, ~“EB* 
such that f’=.f’,f”, g = g’g”, states p and 4 such that p~1, p 
( f ‘.4’) 
-q is a computation 
of .d and o(q) =(f”, g”). 
A 2-automaton &‘=(Q, A* x B*, E, c(, T) with initial function and a 2-automaton 
.d = (Q, A* x B*, E, CC, CO) with initial and terminal function are defined similarly. It is 
clear that 2-automata with initial and/or terminal functions in Rat(A* x B*) have the 
same power as classical 2-automata. (See Section 4 for the connection between 
terminal functions and the use of blank symbol at the end of the input tapes.) 
Proposition 2.1 is then restated in terms of automata. 
Corollary 2.5. A rational relation Msith length diflerence bounded by k is the behavior of 
a letter-to-letter 2automaton with a terminal function into subsets of Diff, (resp. with an 
initial function into subsets of Diff,). 
Fact 2.6 (Determinization of letter-to-letter 2-uutomatu with terminal function). Let 
.d = (Q, A x B, E, I, w) be a letter-to-letter 2-automaton with a terminal function CO. Since 
:d is indeed a l-automaton on the alphabet A x B, it can be determinized by the usual 
subset construction: a= (9(Q), A x B, F, {I}, Q). The terminal function !& defined by 
makes :B equivalent to .d. 
Corollary 2.5 brings more than a reformulation of Proposition 2.1: together with (1) 
it yields the following corollary. 
Corollary 2.7 (Elgot and Mezei [7]). For et~ry integer k, the ,fumily of rational 
relutions with length difference smaller than k is (eflectioely) closed under intersection 
and set d@erence. 
Proof. Let Ri, i = 1, 2, be a rational relation realized by the letter-to-letter 2-automa- 
ton ,di=(Qi, A x B, Ei, It, oi). Let % be the classical Cartesian product of the two 
automata .crl, and .dZ: %=(Q, x Q2. A xB, E,Z, xIz,w), where E is defined by 
((pr, pZ), (a, h), (gr, qx))EE if and only if(p,, (a, h), q,)cEr and (p2, (a, h), q2)EE2 and 
where o is the “intersection” of the terminal functions co1 and w2: 
vi(q,>q,)EQ,xQ,> w(41,4r)=m,(q,)no,(qz). 
From (1) it follows easily that the behavior of % is exactly the intersection R,nR2. 
If R is a rational relation with length difference smaller than k then (A x B)*Diff,\R 
is a rational relation (with length difference smaller than k). Let .&‘= (Q, A x B, E, I, co) 
be a letter-to-letter 2-automaton that realizes R. From what is said in Fact 2.6, .& may 
be chosen deterministic and complete. 
The automaton .d’=(Q. A x B, E, I, CO’) deduced from .d by taking the “com- 
plementary” terminal function (with respect to Diff,), i.e. 
VqEQ, o’(q) = Diff, \,tn(q) 
will realize (A x B)*DiffJ,R. The closure under set difference follows since R, \Rz = 
R,n[(A x B)*Diff,‘\R,] if RI and Rz have both length difference smaller than or 
equal to k. 0 
3. 2-automata with bounded delay 
Let R be a relation on A* x B*. The pairs (f; g) in R are obtained by means of 
computations of a machine. Any statement on the length difference of a pair (f; g) is 
a statement on the result of one computation; any statement on the length difference of 
R is a statement on the set of results of all possible computations of that machine. The 
purpose of this section is to state properties of the computations themselves. Beyond 
the intrinsic interest, this change of point of view will be of importance in the sequel of 
the paper, on infinite words, when the corresponding statements on the result of the 
computation will no longer be possible. 
A rational relation is realized by a finite automaton with two tapes and, thus, with 
two (reading) heads. Proposition 3.2 states that during any computation of uny 
2-automaton that realizes a rutionul relation with bounded length dijference, the distance 
between the two heads keeps bounded (by an integer that obviously depends on the 
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2-automaton considered). The following definitions are taken in order to make this 
last sentence precise in the model of automata as labelled graphs. 
Let ~4 be a 2-automaton. Let c be a computation in .d: 
We call delay of c at step n the integer 
del(c, n) = l lx 1...-%II-lY1...4‘~ll; 
that is, the absolute value of the difference of the length of the words read on the two 
tapes after the nth transition of the automaton. The delay of c is the maximum of the 
delays along the path 
del(c)=max{del(c, n)I 1 bnbr). 
The delay of a 2-automaton .d is the supremum of the delays of all successful 
computations: 
del(&) = sup {del(c) I c successful computation in &} 
In particular, a trimmed 2-automaton has a delay equal to 0 if and only if the length 
difference of the label of every edge is 0 - and is, thus, obviously equivalent to 
a letter-to-letter 2-automaton. 
Lemma 3.1. A trimmed 2-automaton has u bounded delay if and only if the length 
difSerence of the label of every loop is 0. 
Proof. Let 1 =p (x’y) - p be a loop in ,d such that Ix / - I y I = k # 0. Since & is trimmed, 
(U, 1’) (=, w) 
there exists a successful computation c = q - p --+ t with qEI and teT. It is, thus, 
possible to build a sequence of successful computations 
with increasing delay. 
Conversely, suppose that the label of every loop in .d has length difference 0. Let 
N be the number of states of .d. Let 
(Xl,Yl) h,,Yr7) (XnYr) 
c=q,-q,...q,_, -qn...qr-1-q, 
be any computation in XI. Then del(c, n), viewed as a function from N into itself, can 
take at most N different values, for del(c, n) has the same value as the delay at the first 
occurrence of the state qn in c. Moreover, this value can be computed on any subpath 
of c that goes from q. to qn and that is a simple path. There are only a finite number of 
simple paths in ~2, and this concludes the proof. 0 
Now, if a relation R is realized by a (trimmed) 2-automaton with an unbounded 
delay, then R cannot have a bounded length difference. This, together with Lemma 
3.1, yields the following. 
Proposition 3.2. A rutionul relatiorl R has a bounded length difterence if and only if unq 
trimmed 2-automaton that realizes R has u bounded delay. 
Corollary 3.3. The lenyth d#erence of a rutiorzal relation is computable. 
Proof. A rational relation is given by a rational expression on A* x B* or, equiva- 
lently, by a 2-automaton. It is then sufficient to test whether every simple loop has 
a length-preserving label; and there is only a finite number of simple loops. If it is so, 
the length difference of the relation will be given by the maximum of the length 
difference of labels of simple paths from an initial state to a terminal state; otherwise, 
the length difference of the relation is infinite. 0 
Note that the length difference of a rational relation can be computed as well on any 
rational expression that describes it. 
The name given to Lemma 2.3 is made clear when the lemma is applied to 
automata. A 2-automaton .c/ gives rise, by the classical (effective) procedure, to 
a rational expression; if .o/ has a bounded delay, this expression describes a relation 
with bounded length difference and is transformed, by the resynchronization lemma, 
into a finite union of products of rational expressions over A x B by subsets of Diff, 
and the latter is transformed again by (effective) classical procedure into a letter- 
to-letter 2-automaton with terminal function into Diff,. Since the proof of the 
resynchronization lemma is effective (see [6]), the whole process is effective and we 
have Corollary 3.4. 
Corollary 3.4. Given N 2-automaton lvith bounded delay, UIZ equivalent letter-to-letter 
2-automaton tvith terminul (initial) ,firwtion is computable. 
An “automatic” version of Lemma 2.3 yields an effective procedure for Corollary 
3.4, without going back and forth through the equivalent rational expression (see 
Appendix A). 
4. Synchronized rational relations 
A natural generalization of rational relations with bounded length difference has 
already been considered in the literature several times. 
Let Diff,,, = [(S x I)u( 1 x T) ( SERat A *, TERatB*). That is to say, Diff,,, is the 
generalization of Diff, from finite sets to rational sets. 
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complementation. The same argument proves that Synch,, is an effective Boolean 
algebra, using an induction on n. 
The legitimacy of these two constructions follows from the unique factorization 
property of the elements of A* x B* in the product (A x @*[(A* x l)u(l x B*)]. U 
Fact 4.6 (Minimization qf deterministic letter-to-letter 2-automata with terminal 
function). It seems to be noteworthy that, as the determinization, the minimization of 
automata extends from classical l-automata to letter-to-letter ‘-automata. 
We sketch here the main steps of this generalization. 
(a) Let R be any subset of A* x B*. For every u in (A x B)* we define the set of 
continuations of u in R: 
Cant,(u) = { WE(A* x l)u(l xB*)luw~R~. 
Such an R defines an equivalence relation pR on (A x B)* by 
u%z~rnodp~ o V’te(A x B)* Cont,(ut)=Cont,(r~t). 
(b) It is then a mere routine to check that pH is a right regular equivalence of 
(A x B)* and that pR is coarser than the equivalence relation on (A x B)* defined by 
any deterministic letter-to-letter 2-automaton with terminal function that recognizes 
R. The relation pR itself defines an automaton .c/~=(&, A x B, E,, {ij, OIL), where 
QR is the quotient of (A x B)* by pK, ER= j(lulpR, (a, b C@, b)l,R)/C~lpR~Q~I 
(a, h)~ A x Bj and wR( [ulp,) = Cant,(u). .dR is the minimal deterministic letter-to-letter 
2-automaton with terminal function of R. 
(c) The minimal automaton .dR is effectively computable from any deterministic 
automaton .&‘=(Q, A x B, E, ii), to) that recognizes R by a process that mimics the 
classical computation of the Nerode’s equivalence. Let Y,, :8,, be the sequence of 
partitions of Q defined by 
l p,q~Q, p=qmod;P, if and only if w(p)=o(q), 
l .P. ,+1 is a thinning of Yi and two states p and q are joined in ;‘Pi and separated in 
.yi+l if there exists (a, h) in A x B such that w(p.(a, b))#w(q.(u, h)), where p.u 
denotes the state r such that there is a path labelled by u from p to Y. The length of 
the sequence is bounded by ) QI and if Yi+ 1 =Yi then 8,+,, =& for any integer n. 
.dR is equal to the quotient of .d by the thinnest partition .Yi. 
Note that a letter-to-letter 2-automaton (with terminal function) realizes a relation 
that is both of finite image and of finite preimage if and only if the terminal function 
maps every state onto a pair of finite sets and, thus, realizes a relation with bounded 
length difference. Together with Proposition 2.1, this gives a simple proof of the 
following corollary. 
Corollary 4.7 (Elgot and Mezei [7, Theorem 6.11). A rational relation has a hounded 
length d$/erence if and onlll if it is synchronized and both of jnite image and jinite 
preimage. 
5. On the geography of Rat2 
We describe now the situation of the family of synchronized rational relations, 
denoted by Synchz, within Rat2. The undecidability result appears to be new. We 
recall first two definitions. 
A recognizable relation of A* x B* is a finite union of Cartesian products of the 
form S x T with S in Rat A* and T in Rat B* (see [2]). The set of these relations 
is denoted by Rec(A* x B*) and simply by Recz if the alphabets are not deter- 
mined. 
Let us now recall the definition of a deterministic 2-automaton (see [ 151 for instance). 
Let .d be a 2-automaton on A* x B*. It is always possible to suppose that the edges 
are labelled by elements of (A x l)u(l x B). Up to now, the model of automaton we 
have considered works without endmarkers and is still as powerful as the other 
models in the literature. In the case of deterministic 2-automata, it is necessary - in 
order to make them powerful enough ~ to suppose that every word is followed on its 
tape by an endmarker, say $, which belongs to neither A nor B, and that the reading 
of this endmarker induces a transition in the 2-automaton. A 2-automaton 
.&‘=(Q, ((Au$) x l)u(l x (Bu$)), E, ii), T) is said to be deterministic if the following 
conditions hold: 
(i) Q=QAuQs is a partition such that 
VqEQA, (q, e, ~)EE * e~(Au$) x 1, 
V'qEQ,, (q, e, p)EE 5 eE 1 x (Bus), 
(ii) there is only one initial state (i), 
(iii) .d is deterministic (in the usual meaning) on every tape. 
The relation recognized by .d on A* x B* is equal to {(u, c) 1 (u$, u$)~jd I>. A rational 
relation is said to be deterministic if it is recognized by a deterministic 2-automaton. 
This definition makes our deterministic 2-automaton (defined as labelled graphs) 
equivalent to the deterministic 2-tape automata of Rabin and Scott [20]. In contrast 
with l-automata, a 2-automaton needs not to be equivalent to a deterministic one. 
Deterministic rational relations, denoted by DRat,, form a proper subclass of Rat,, 
which is closed under complementation [20]. 
The following situation then holds (see also [15, 231). 
Theorem 5.1. Ret, c Synch, c DRat, c Rat,. 
The inclusions are strict: the identity relation belongs to Synch,\Rec, and 
R = (a, aa)*, for instance, to DRat, \Synch,. 
The first two inclusions in Theorem 5.1 are also stated in [23]. The third one is well 
known (the endmarker may be replaced by a transition labelled by the empty word). 
The second inclusion is established by the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.2. A synchronized rutionul relatiolz is u deterministic rational relution. 
Proof. By definition, a synchronized rational relation is realized by a letter-to- 
letter 2-automaton (with terminal rational function). Every letter-to-letter 2-automa- 
ton is equivalent to a deterministic l-automaton over A x B. We, thus, have to show 
how to transform a deterministic letter-to-letter 2-automaton .d = (Q, A x B, E, (i), w) 
into a deterministic 2-automaton 3. The automaton ~9 is made of two parts: the 
first one realizes the transitions of .R/, the second one takes into account the recogni- 
tion of all rational sets that appear as image of the terminal function (0, while the 
transition to that part is induced by the reading of the endmarker on one tape or the 
other. 
More precisely, let 
&=(Q,uQ,uC,((AuS)x l)u(l x(Bu$)), Fu@, [iR]. T). 
The first part of &, QluQz and F, is defined by Qz = Q x A, Q, = Q and for every edge 
(p, ((1. h), 4) in E one has 
(PI. ((1, f), (PI, u))EF and ((p,. a), (1, b), ~,)EF, 
Let ~EQ and to(y)=(K, x l)u(l x L4). Let, first, 3-,, be a deterministic automaton 
(with initial state j,) that recognizes L,, and, for every II in A, denote by 9& a deter- 
ministic automaton (with initial state I,,,,) that recognizes (I- ’ K,. Then Z is the union 
of the states of the Yq and of the .(/o,q, and @ is the set consisting of 
(i) the union of the edges of the ,& with the labels read on the second tape [i.e. if 
(.u, II, y) is an edge of .Fq then (x, (I. a). y) is in @] plus an edge (qr, (S, l), j,) for every 
4 in Q and 
(ii) the union of the edges of the .‘YC,,y with the labels read on the first tape [i.e. if 
(s, h, y) is an edge of :Y& then (.Y, (h, I), J!) is in @] plus an edge ( (q2, u), (1, $), /,,,) for 
every (I in A and for every q in Q. 
The set T of terminal states of .A is the union of the terminal states of the .Fq and 
CY;,,q. It is easy to check that ,A is deterministic and equivalent to .d. LJ 
The first inclusion in Theorem 5.1 is given by the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.3. Any recoyniruhle relation is u (kfi- or right-) s~wchronized rutionul 
relution. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that R = S x T with S in Rat A* and Tin 
Rat B*. S is recognized by the automaton .d’ = (P, A, E, P_ , P, ) and T is recognized 
by the automaton .ti =(Q, B. F, Q_, Q+). For every state p in P let S, be the set of 
words of A* which are labels of a computation of .c/ starting in p and ending in P,, 
and let Sb be the set of words of A* which are labels of a computation of .d starting in 
P_ and ending in p. It holds that S= UPEP_ S,= UpeP+ Sb= UPEPSbSp. For every q in 
Q, the sets Ty and Tb are defined analogously. It then follows that 
S x T= {w~[(s;, x T;)n(A x @*](I x T,) / PEP,, qEQ} 
u(w~[(Sbx T;)n(A xB)*](S,x l)lp~P, qEQ+) 
Since (A x B)* is a rational set of A* x B* and Sbx Tb is a recognizable set, their 
intersection is a rational set and the result follows. 0 
Remark 5.4. It is straightforward to see that for any n>,2 
Ret, c Synch,, c DRat,, c Rat,,. 
Proposition 5.5. It is not decidable whether u ratio& relution is synchronized or not. 
Proof. This proof goes as the proof that the universe problem is undecidable in Rat,, 
starting with a slight reworking of the proof by Rabin and Scott that intersection is 
undecidable in DRat, (see [2]). 
For any two sets of r words on A*, X={u,, . . . . u,) and Y=jcr, . . . . v,} let us 
consider the sets of pairs of words in A* x B*, where B= {c, d) 
U={(4, cd”), . . . . (uI, c.dfv)J, 
I’= ((rl, cd”), . . . . (I’,, c’dLr)), 
with the exponents I, having the following properties: 
~ they are all distinct, 
- Ii32max(lLlil, ICil). 
As in Fischer and Rosenberg’s proof [9], it is seen that U + and V+ are determinis- 
tic and, thus, the relations U + and V+ (where Z denotes the complement of Z) are 
rational and it is clear that the Post correspondence problem attached to X and Y has 
no solution if and only if W= Cl ‘n V+ is empty (because the Ii have been chosen all 
distinct), that is, if and only if I&‘= U + u V+ = A* x B*, which implies, by Proposition 
5.3, that I@ is a synchronized rational relation. 
Suppose that the correspondence problem has a solution and that I&‘= U +u V+ is 
nevertheless a synchronized rational relation. By Proposition 4.5, its complement 
W= U +n V’ is also a synchronized rational relation. If (.f; g)~ W then 1g1>2l,fl 
(because of the second condition on the ji) and (,f”, g”) belongs to W for any n: W has 
unbounded length difference. Since the relation W is of finite image (and its inverse is 
a function) there is a contradiction with Corollary 4.7. 
Thus, the relation W is synchronized if and only if the Post correspondence 
problem attached to X and Y has no solution, which we cannot decide. 0 
It is known that Recz is undecidable in Rat, (see [2]) and that DRatz is undecidable 
in Rat2 as well [9]. 
Remark 5.6. We have chosen to state Theorem 5.1 under a form as simple as possible 
and that allows a comparison with the corresponding statement on infinite words - cf. 
Theorem 8.3. However, one can be much more precise in the description of the 
“lower” part of Rat, by introducing the relations with bounded length difference. Let 
us now briefly sketch this part of the picture, leaving the (easy) verifications to the 
reader. 
For any nonnegative integer k let us first denote by ldk-Rat2 the family of rational 
relations with length difference smaller than or equal to k and by B,-Rat2 the Boolean 
algebra generated by ldk-Rat,. We have the double infinite strict hierarchy 
ldO-Rat? c ... ~ld~-Rat~cld~+~-Rat~c~~~ 
B,-Rat2 c ... c B,-Rat, c Bli+ ,-Rat2 c ... 
Now let bld-Rat2=U,“,,ld,-Rat, be the family of rational relations with bounded 
length difference. The Boolean algebra generated by this last family is equal to 
UrzOBk-Rat2 and is strictly contained in Synch,. Finally, let us denote by Fin, the 
family of relations with finite graph; then Proposition 5.7 holds. 
Proposition 5.7. Fin, = Recz n bld-Rat z. 
The characterization of the smallest Boolean algebra that contains both Rec2 and 
bld-Rat, seems to be an open problem. 
PART II: RELATIONS OF INFINITE WORDS 
We now turn to infinite words and we extend some of the above properties to 
relations on these objects. 
6. Preliminaries 
The set of infinite words ~ often called cl)-words in the literature ~ on an alphabet 
A is denoted by A”. An infinite computation c of an automaton ~2 on A, 
.d=(Q, A, E, I, T), is an infinite labelled path 
in the labelled graph .d. The computation c is successful if q, is an initial state and 
q, belongs to T for an infinite number of indices n. This definition of successfulness is 
usually known as the “Biichi condition of acceptance”. The ir$nite behaoior of .d, 
denoted by 11 .d /(, is the set of labels of successful computations of .d. To make the 
short story shorter. we take as a definition that a subset of A’ is rationd if it is the 
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infinite behavior of a finite automaton. The family of rational subsets of A” is denoted 
by Rat AN, and by w-Rat, if the alphabet is not specified (the reason for the index 1 
will become clear in the sequel). It is known (see [6]) that, in contrast with the 
situation for finite words, a finite automaton is not always equivalent to a determinis- 
tic one, i.e. 
DRat A’ c Rat A” or w-DRat, co-Rat, (2) 
and that, nevertheless, Rat A” is an effective Boolean algebra (Biichi’s Theorem [4]). 
On the other hand, DRat AN is not a Boolean algebra. 
These definitions extend, more or less directly, to relations on infinite words. Let 
&=(Q, A* x B*, E, I, T) be a 2-automaton with edges labelled by elements of 
A* x B*. Let 
(XI.?l) (.xZ.PI) 
c=q,-q,-q,... 
be an infinite computation of JZ?; we keep the same Biichi condition of acceptance: c is 
successful if q,, is an initial state and q,, belongs to Tfor an infinite number of indices II. 
The label of c is the pair (.xl.xz . ., y,y2 . . .). The problem is that such a label is not 
necessarily an element of A” x B” for it may happen that the Xi’s (or the Yi’S) are all 
equal to 1 from a certain rank on. We shall say that c is admissible if x1 _y2 .. . and 
y1 y2 are both infinite words. The following proposition shows that one can indeed 
get (effectively) rid of this restriction. 
Proposition 6.1. Given a 2-automaton &, it is possible to effectively construct a 2- 
automaton d such that eaery injinite successful computation in %’ is admissible and such 
that the set qf labels of successful and admissible infinite computations of .d and 9 are 
equal. 
There are several possible proofs for this proposition (see also [13]). The first one 
we give just below makes use of Biichi’s Theorem. It is not valid for deterministic 
2-automata for which we shall give another proof with a more explicit construction 
(see Appendix A). 
Proof. Let Cd=(Q, A* x B*, E, 1, T) be a finite 2-automaton. Let X be a set in one- 
to-one correspondence with E: for every x in X, q(x) is the label of the edge x. One 
derives immediately from .c4 the l-automaton Cd’=(Q, X, E’, I, T) with the same 
underlying graph [(p, x, q)cE’ o (p, q(x), q)EE]. There is a 1-l correspondence 
between the computations (finite or infinite) of .d and JJ’, and if c and c’ are 
corresponding computations then ICI = cp(lc’l). Let L’ be the infinite behavior of .d’: 
L’ERatX”. Let Y=jx~X/cp(x)~A+ x l> and let Z=(XEXI~(X)E~ xB+}. Then 
q(L’\,(X * Y”‘uX*Z”)) is exactly the set of labels of admissible and successful infinite 
computations of .d. Then L’\(X * Y”uX *Z”) is a rational set of X” and the infinite 
behavior of a 1 -automaton g’ = (P, X, F’, J, S) effectively constructible from .d’ (by 
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Buchi’s Theorem). The “image” of .9Y by cp yields the 2-automaton .%=(I’, A* x B*, 
F, J, S) that answers the problem. 0 
From now on we assume that in any 2-automaton every successful infinite compu- 
tation is admissible. The infinite bekacior I/ .c;’ 11 of a 2-automaton ,d is the set of labels 
of successful infinite computations of .N’. 
A relation of infinite words ~ also called o-relation ~ is a subset of A” x BN. We take 
as a definition that such an o-relation is rutionul if it is the infinite behavior of a finite 
2-automaton. The equivalence of this definition with a definition by means of (u- 
rational operations, as well as a number of extensions of properties of rational 
relations to rational o-rational relations can be found in [13]. The set of rational 
relations of A x B’ is denoted by Rat(A’ x I?‘), by w-Rat2 if the alphabets are not 
specified. In the sequel, all the (2-) automata considered will be finite and thus simply 
called (2-)automata. 
Sinceeveryelement(u,a,...,b,h,...)ofAUxB”~withaiinAandbjinB~maybe 
written as the infinite product ((a,, b,)(az, b2)...), it holds that 
A x BN =(A x B)“, 
the counterpart of which in the domain of finite words is 
A*xB*=(AxB)*[(A*x l)u(l xB*)]. 
On the other hand, the inclusion 
Rat(A x B)‘c Rat(A’ x BY) 
is strict. Somehow this inclusion is all what this part of the paper is about. 
Definition 6.2. A rational relation of infinite words is said to be synchronized if it is the 
infinite behavior of a letter-to-letter 2-automaton. 
The set of synchronized rational relations, equal by definition to Rat(A x B)“, is 
also denoted by Synch(A” x B”) in order to make the whole set of notations more 
consistent, and by o-Synch, if the alphabets are not specified. It seems that synchro- 
nized rational relations have been considered first by Biichi as the realization of his 
“sequential calculus”. They have been denoted by SEQ (or w-SEQ) in [23] and by 
o-BUC in [24]. 
7. Rational o-relations with hounded delay 
If the length difference of a relation of finite words has no equivalent for a relation of 
infinite words, the delay is defined in the same way for infinite as for finite com- 
putations: if c is an infinite computation of .d 
del(c) = sup jdel(c, n) 1 n 3 1) 
and the w-delay of the automaton .d is the supremum of the delay of successful 
infinite computations of .d. 
Definition 7.1. A rational relation of infinite words is said to have a bounded delay if it 
is the infinite behavior of a 2-automaton with bounded delay. 
The notion of trimmed automaton has to be redefined in connection with infinite 
behavior: a 2-automaton is to-trimmed if (a) every state is accessible, (b) every state is 
w-coaccessible, i.e. is the starting state of an infinite computation going infinitely often 
through the set of terminal states. As in the case of l-automata (see [19]) we have 
Proposition 7.2. 
Proposition 7.2. Given a 2-automaton .d, it is possible to construct eflectiuely an 
w-trimmed 2-automuton & that has the same ir$inite beharior as .d. 
Proof. Let .d = (Q, A* x B*, E, I, T) be a 2-automaton and let P be the set of access- 
ible and w-coaccessible states of .d. Let .g =( P, A* x B*, F, InP, TnP)), where 
F= En( P x A* x B* x P). Then, clearly, it holds that /Id I/ G I( xi 11. 
Conversely, let (.x,x2 . . . , J’~J‘~ ...)~ll.c/ 11. Thus, there exists a path c=po-p1+p2... 
with pO~l, going infinitely often through T and labelled by (sl .x2 ...,Y~JJ~ . ..). Every 
pi in c is accessible and is the beginning of an infinite path that goes infinitely often 
through T and, thus, belongs to P: c is a computation of .8, a successful one. 0 
It is clear that an w-trimmed automaton is trimmed and that there is no difference 
between the delay and the w-delay for w-trimmed automata. Another formulation of 
Lemma 3.1 is thus: “An o-trimmed 2-automaton has a bounded w-delay lf and only if 
the length d$ference of the label qf etlery loop is 0”. 
Remark 7.3. We have defined 2-automata with bounded delay. We could have 
distinguished two different kinds of 2-automata that do not have bounded delay. One 
would say that the co-delay of a 2-automaton is unbounded if the delay of every 
successful infinite computation is finite, but there is 110 hound on the set of the delays 
of these computations. On the other hand, one would say that the w-delay of 
a 2-automaton is injnite if there exists one successful injnite computation which has 
an infinite delay. One can decide between an unbounded and an infinite o-delay for 
a 2-automaton. The w-delay is infinite if and only if there exists a loop, the label of 
which has length difference different from 0, which contains a terminal state. 
As a corollary of Lemma 3.1 and a consequence of the classical construction of the 
w-rational expression of the infinite behavior of a finite automaton (see [7]), we have 
Corollary 7.4. 
Corollary 7.4. A rational relation of kjinite words with bounded delay may be written as 
a jinite union R = IJiSi To, vvhere S, is a rational relation qf ,jinite words with bounded 
delay and z is a length-preserving rational relution qf jinite words. 
Example 7.5. Let R be the relation that maps every word of the form a*b” to the word 
h”‘. The graph of R is ((I, h)*(h. b),., and is realized by a O-delay 2-automaton. 
Example 7.6. There are rational relations of infinite words which do not have 
a bounded delay. Let R be the relation which maps every word of the form 
u2n1hu2”~h... to the word ~~“lhu”~h.... The graph of R is [(a2.a)*(b. h)]‘“. It is not 
difficult to check that R cannot be realized by a 2-automaton the loops of which are 
length-preserving. (Proposition 7.8 will give other evidences of rational relations with 
unbounded delay.) 
Remark 7.7. In opposition to the case of finite words (Proposition 3.2), it is not true 
that every 2-automaton that realizes a rational relation with bounded delay has 
a bounded delay. For instance, the relation R of Example 7.5 is also given by the 
expression (u, l)*(h, b)” which corresponds to a 2-automaton with unbounded delay. 
Proposition 7.8 (Frougny [IO]). A rationed relation R of’ injinite lvords has a hounded 
deluy lf and only if R is u s~xchronized rational relation. 
The overall principle of the proof is the same as in the finite case: in view of 
Corollary 7.4, the idea is to postpone the length difference by replacing a product 
(u, l)L, where L is a length-preserving rational relation with a finite union Of Li(Ui, 1). 
The problem of the “infinite” postponement is solved by the fact that there are only 
a finite number of words of length k, as expressed by the following lemma and its 
proof. 
Lemma 7.9 (Resynchronization lemma for to-words). Let T he N rational set of 
(A x B)* and (IA, 1) hr an element of A* x 1. Then there exists a jinite number of T, and 
Si of’ Rat(A x B)* such that (u. l)T”‘= uiSiTy’. 
Proof. Let li = 1~1; from Lemma 2.3 follows that for every t>cAk there exist a finite 
number of rational subsets I;j of (A x B)* and a finite number of words t‘j of Ak such 
that 
(c, 1) T= u Vj(rj, 1). (3) 
Let I/ be the generalized 2-automaton I/=(Ak, Rat(A x B)*, E, u, Ak) the edges of 
which are defined by (3): for every “state” c there are edges from c to Cj labelled by I”. 
We call Y yenerrrli,-ed because the edges are labelled by subsets of the input monoid 
instead by elements of the input monoid. Since rational sets are closed by substitu- 
tions, the behavior (finite or infinite) of a generalized finite automaton with rational 
labels is a rational set. The behavior of ‘/ is, thus, of the prescribed form and 
11 t//l = Uisi Ty with Si and 7; in Rat(A x B)*. 
It just remains to show that the infinite behavior of 9 is equal to (u, 1) T”. Let 
SE(U, 1) T”. Then s may be written as s = (u, 1)t 1 f2 . . By definition of 9, there exists 
an infinite successful computation 
with the following properties: .fo = U. and V’ieN, (,fi_ 1, l)ti = Ui(,fi> 1)~ Ui(,fi, 1). Then, 
clearly, s = u1 u2.. s U, CJ2.. 
Conversely, let w = r1 z’~. be a word that belongs to the subset of A” x B” defined 
by an infinite successful computation of 9 
VI V2 
d=u-y, -yz.. 
Then using (3) again, the second component of MI may be “shifted” by k positions, 
giving rise to a factorization M’=(u, l)flf2...~(~, 1)T”. 0 
Proof of Proposition 7.8. Clearly, a rational subset of (A x B)” has a bounded delay (a 
delay 0 indeed). Conversely, let R be a rational relation with bounded delay. From 
Corollary 7.4, R = UiSi TF”, where the Si’s are rational relations of A* x B* with 
bounded delay, and the 7;‘s belong to Rat(A x B)*. By Proposition 2.1, every Si is 
a finite union Si= UjHi,j”i,j, where Hi,j~Rat(A x B)* and Iui,jJ < k, for a certain 
integer k. Then R= ui(ujHi,j~~i.jT:“) and the conclusion follows from the resyn- 
chronization lemma. 0 
This result may be rephrased as Corollary 7.10. 
Corollary 7.10. A rutionnl relution qf infinite words tvith bounded delay may be written 
us a finite union R = UiSi Ty, where Si and T. are length-preserving rational relations 
c~f ,finite Icords. 
The property stated in Proposition 7.8 has been independently proved ~ for 
a restricted class of rational relations with bounded delay - in [ 171. From Proposition 
7.8 and the definition of synchronized rational relations then follows Corollary 7.11. 
Corollary 7.11. The rutionnl relutions of infinite words with bounded delay form an 
(gflectice) Boolean ulyebra. 
8. On the geography of o-Rat2 
The sequence of inclusions in Theorem 5.1 that holds for relations of finite words 
become somewhat more intricate for relations of infinite words because of the 
distinction that has to be made between the relations defined by deterministic and 
nondeterministic automata, even in the case of l-automata [cf. (2)]. The deterministic 
rational relations of infinite words, denoted by DRat(A x B”) or w-DRat,, are those 
realized by deterministic 2-automata ~~ with the same definition as in Section 5 for 
deterministic rational relations of finite words (and even simpler since there is no need 
for any endmarker!). To make this definition sound, we have also to show that we can 
choose the (deterministic) automaton in such a way that all successful computations 
are admissible. 
Proposition 8.1. Given u deterministic 2-automaton .d, it is possible to e@ctively 
construct a deterministic 2-automaton .ti such that 
(i) ecerl infinite succes$d computation in 4’ is admissible, 
(ii) the set of’ labels qf’ successfd and admissible irzjinite computations oj’d and 38 are 
equal. 
The proof of this proposition is postponed to Proposition A.3. 
We denote by DSynch(A” x B”), or by o-DSynchz, the synchronized rational 
relations realized by deterministic letter-to-letter 2-automata (deterministic as l- 
automata over the alphabet A x B). Finally, let us define (see also 124)) the equivalent 
for infinite words of recognizable relations (of finite words). 
Definition 8.2. A componentwise rational relation of infinite words is a finite union of 
Cartesian products of the form S x T, with S in Rat A” and T in Rat B’. 
The corresponding family of relations is denoted by CwRat(A” x B”), or o- 
CwRatz. It is easy to see that cti-CwRatz is an effective Boolean algebra contained in 
o-Ratz. 
With these definitions, and notations, the following theorem then holds. 
Theorem 8.3. 
crl-DSynch, c w-DRatz 
n n 
o-CwRat2 c cl,-Synch, c tu-Rat2 
(4) 
The vertical inclusions in (4) are obvious; the fact they are strict follows 
from (2). The identity relation belongs to w-DSynch,\,o-CwRatz; the relation 
R = [(au, u)u( b, b)]” belongs to c+DRatz \ o-Synch2 (this is a small exercise left to the 
reader), showing that the horizontal inclusions ~ that remain to be proved - are strict. 
The inclusion o-DSynchz cto-DRatz is established as was SynchzcDRatz, and is 
simpler since there is no endmarker. The last one is stated in the following. 
Proposition 8.4. A covnponentrvise rational relation qf injnite words is u synchronized 
relation ?f infinite words. 
This statement has been independently announced in [24]. 
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Proof of Proposition 8.4. With no loss of generality, we assume that R=S x T with 
SERat AY and TERat B”. We have 
S x T=(S x B’)n(A” x T). 
Since o-Synch2 is closed under intersection, it is enough to consider relations of the 
form S x B”. Let .d = (Q, A, E, I, T) be an automaton which recognizes S. Then we 
construct a letter-to-letter 2-automaton ,d’ which recognizes S x BN in the following 
way: &‘=(Q, A x B, E’, I, T), where 
E’=((p,(a,b),q)I(p,a,q)EE,VhEBj-. 0 
The proof of Theorem 8.3 is, thus, complete 
Proposition 8.5. Let S he in DRat A” and T in DRat B’. Then S x T belongs to 
DSynch(AN x B’). 
Proof. The construction given in the proof of the Proposition 8.4 gives a deterministic 
letter-to-letter 2-automaton (that is a deterministic l-automaton over A x B) when 
applied to a deterministic automaton that recognizes S (or T). Now, since 
DSynch(AN x B”)=DRat(A x B)R’, w-DSynchz is closed under intersection (see [19]) 
and, thus, the result follows. 0 
Remark 8.6. Let R be a nonempty relation of finite words equal to S x T with 
SERat A* and TERat B*. Then R” = S”’ x T” belongs to CwRat(A” x B”) and, thus, 
to Rat(A x B)“. On the other hand, it is not true that if R is a recognizable relation 
of finite words then R” is in Rat(A x B)‘. [Consider, for instance, the relation 
R =(~a, a)u( b, b).] 
Theorem 8.7. o-DSynchz = o-Synch,nw-DRatz. 
The inclusion from left to right is obvious. The reverse inclusion will be shown by 
means of a topological argument. 
Recall that the set A” is equipped with the product topology, induced by the 
discrete topology on A. In that topology the open sets are the sets of the form XA’ 
with Xc A+ (see [25] or [19] for instance). Thus, the open sets of (A x B)N are of the 
form Z(A x B)‘, with Zc(A x B)+. 
The open sets of the product A’ x B” are of the form U x V, where Cl is an open set 
of A” and V is an open set of B’; therefore, are of the form XA” x YB”, with Xc A+ 
and YcB+. Since 
[XA”’ x B’]n[A” x YB’“] 
= [(X x l)(A* x B*)n(l x Y)(A* x B*)n(A x B)*](A x B)” 
the topologies of A” x B” and of (A x B)” coincide. 
The basic relationship between topology and rational sets of infinite words is given 
by the following proposition. 
Proposition 8.8 (Landweber [ 161). A rational subset X of A’ is recognized by a deter- 
ministic uutomaton {f and on111 if X is u countable intersection of open sets. , 
For rational w-relations the above condition is necessary as expressed by the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 8.9. The infinite hehacior of u deterministic 2-automaton is II countable 
intersection of open sets. 
The proof consists in two lemmas. 
An element WEA* x B* is said to bc a prejx of SCA’ x B” if \v=($ y), s=(u, P) and 
,f is a prefix of U, 9 is a prefix of r. Let LEA+ x B+. The set of elements of AU x B” 
having infinitely many prefixes in L is denoted by i. 
As in the case of deterministic l-automata, and because in a deterministic 2- 
automaton any pair of infinite words determines a unique computation that can be 
viewed as a unique infinite word, the following holds. 
Lemma 8.10. Let ,d be a deterministic 2-automaton. Then 11 .d I/ = J.d(. 
’ ‘1 Proof. Let .&=(QnuQB, (A x l)u(l x B), E, I~,, T) be a deterministic 2-automaton. If 
SE 11 .d 11, then it is the label of an infinite path (q,,, sl, ql)(ql, s2, q2) . . . . with q, =i and 
s~E(A x l)u( 1 x B), and such that there exsists a subsequence no < n1 < n2 < ... such 
that qnc,,qn,,... E T. Hence, the words s, . .s,,~E~ .d 1 and are prefixes of s. 
Conversely, let .SEI~PJ~. Then s has infinitely many prefixes in 1~1. Since ,d is 
deterministic. s is the label of an infinite path starting in (i ) and going infinitely often 
through T. Thus, SE 11 .d 11. 1 
As in the case of cl,-words on one tape we have Lemma 8.11. 
Lemma 8.11. A subset R of AR x B” is a countable intersection qf open set.s if and only 
if there exists a subset H qf A* x B* such that R = fi. 
Proof. (1) Let R be a countable intersection of open sets of A” x B”. Since the 
topologies of A” x B” and of (A x B)’ are identical, R can be viewed as a countable 
intersection of open sets of (A x B)“; thus, there exists (by [16]) a set H in (A x B)* 
such that R=fi. 
(2) Conversely, let R = 2 and let, for every n > 0, H, = {(u, I:)E H I 1 u I + /cl > tl). We 
show that 
fi= n [H,(A’x B’)]. 
n>O 
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Let s~fi. Then for every n>O, s has a prefix (u, c) in H with lul+ / cl > n. Thus, 
s~fl,,,[H,(A” x I?)]. Conversely, if ~E~,,,[H,(A” x I?‘)], then for every n, s is of 
the form s=(u, v)(.x, J), with (u, ZI)EH,,. Hence, s has infinitely many prefixes in H and 
s~fi. Now, for every Zc A* x B*, 
Z(A’ x BR)= u (u, t>)(A’ x B”) 
(U. I.)EZ 
and is open as union of (elementary) open sets. 0 
Proof of Proposition 8.9. Let R be the infinite behavior of a deterministic 2-automa- 
ton. By Lemma 8.10, R is equal to fi, where H is the finite behavior of the automaton. 
By Lemma 8.11, the result follows. 0 
Remark 8.12. It is not true that, if a rational subset of A” x BY is a countable 
intersection of open sets, then it is deterministic. Let K = {(aZn6, a”b) 1 n~N)u 
((0 “+ lb, a’“+ ’ h) 1 IKE N } and H = K *. Then H is a nondeterministic rational relation. 
Now take R = K w. It is easy to check that R is a nondeterministic rational w-relation 
and that R is equal to fi. By Lemma 8.11, R is a countable intersection of open sets. 
We now come to our point 
Proof of Theorem 8.7. Let R be a deterministic rational relation of A” x BN. Then R is 
a countable intersection of open sets of A” x B” and, thus, of open sets of (A x B)“, 
since the topologies are identical. If in addition R is synchronized, R is a subset of 
Rat(A x B)“. Now, by Proposition 8.8, R is a deterministic rational relation of(A x B)” 
and, thus, a deterministic synchronized rational relation. q 
In order to complete the picture given by Theorem 8.3, we have to consider the 
problem of decidability of subfamilies within w-Rat,. The undecidability results for 
relations of finite words will carry over to relations of infinite words by means of the 
notion of w-completion of a relation of finite words. 
Definition 8.13. If R is a relation of finite words, the w-completion of R is the relation 
of infinite words R($“‘, SW), where $ is a new letter. 
Clearly, the w-completion of a rational relation is a rational w-relation. Conversely, 
if T is a rational o-relation which is an o-completion, T can be written as a finite 
union T= uXi Yy, where xcRat($+ x $+) and Xic(A* x I?*)($* x $*). Let 71 be the 
morphism which deletes $. Then T is the w-completion of the rational relation 
R = Ux(xi). This property extends to deterministic relations. 
Proposition 8.14. A rutionul relation ?J finite words is deterministic if and only if its 
w-completion is a deterministic rational w-relation. 
We give the corresponding construction in Appendix A. Together with the result of 
[9], already quoted in Section 5, that DRat, is undecidable in Rat2, Proposition 8.14 
yields the following proposition. 
Proposition 8.15. It is not decidable cvhether a ratiorzal w-relation is deterministic 
or not. 
Coming back to synchronized rational relations, we have the following result 
Lemma 8.16. A relation of jifirzite Icords is a kfi-synchronized rational relation if and 
only if its tu-completion is u synchroni-_ed ra~ionul relation qf it$nite words. _ 
Proof. If R is left-synchronized then it is equal to a finite union, 
R=[u,Li(Six l)IIJ[U,Mj(l x 7’j)l$ 
with Li and Mj in Rat(A x B)* and Si in Rat A*, 7; in RatB*. Let 
Hi= i(,L $‘-‘I) 1 .fi.Si]; then Hi belongs to Rat(A x $)*. Similarly, Kj={($“‘,,f)l,fETj) 
is an element of Rat(Sx B)*. Thus, 
R(S”‘. S”)=[WiLiHi(~. $‘)“‘]U[ujA4jKj(.F, $)I’], 
which is a synchronized rational to-relation. 
Conversely, let R c A* x B* be a relation such that its to-completion R(P’, $“‘) 
is a synchronized rational relation. Then R($‘“, S’“) can be written as a finite 
union, 
where Li and Mj are in Rat(A x B)*. Hi is in Rat(A x $)* and Kj is in Rat($x B)*. 
Thus, when the S’s are erased in the Hi’s and Kj’s, and the factor ($“, 5”‘) is deleted, 
R is clearly a left-synchronized rational relation. 0 
Together with Proposition 5.5, this result yields the following proposition 
Proposition 8.17. It is riot decidable tvhether a rational relutiorz of infinite words is 
synchronized or not. 
On the other hand, and since it is decidable whether an element of Rat A” is 
deterministic or not [ 161, Proposition 8.18 follows. 
Proposition 8.18. Ir is decidable rzhether a synchronized rational relation of’ injnite 
bcords is deterministic or wt. 
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Appendix A: constructions on automata 
A.1. Covering qf automata 
The aim of this section is just to adapt or extend to automata the notion of covering 
as defined by Stallings [22] for graphs. 
A.I.1. Morphism of automatu 
Stallings’s definition of graphs can first be slightly transformed as follows. A graph 
9 is a pair (Q, E) of two sets: Q is the set of vertices, E the set of edges, equipped with 
two mappings I: E-+Q and 5: E-Q. The vertices l(e) and s(e) are, respectively, the 
origin and the end of the edge e. 
A morphism from a graph :A =(R, F) into a graph g=(Q, E) is a pair of mappings 
(both denoted by cp) q:R+Q and cp: F-E, with the property that 
These two conditions imply that the image of a path in .K is a path in 9. 
A lahellell graph Y=(Q, M, E ) is a graph (Q, E), together with a third mapping 
E from E into a monoid M: E(e) is the lube1 of the edge e. 
A morphism cp from 3 =(R, M, F) into Y=(Q, M, E) is a pair of mappings as 
above that satisfy also, in addition to (5) and (6), 
Eo(P=&. (7) 
This implies that the label of a path is the same as the label of the image of that path. 
A morphism cp from an automaton &J =(R, M. F, J, U) into an automaton 
&=(Q, M, E, I, T) satisfy, in addition to (5)-(7), the two conditions 
cp(J)cl, (8) 
cp(U)c T. (9) 
That is, the image of a successful (infinite successful) path in ,% is a successful (infinite 
successful) path in .d - and with the same label. In particular, Ia[~l.dl and 
l1.W c l/4. 
A.l.2. Covering of automata 
For every vertex q of a graph 4 = (Q, E ) let us denote by Out,(q) the set’ of edges of 
9 the origin of which is q; that is, edges that are “going out” of q: 
OuLq(q)={eEEl I(e)=q}. 
’ denoted by St(q, %) and called “star” of q in 3 in [22J 
For a morphism cp from 2 =(R, F) into Y=(Q, E) and for every vertex v in Sy, let us 
denote by cpr the restriction of 43 :F+E to Out x (7) 
C+7,:Out.(r)+Out,(cp(r)). 
By definition, the morphism cp is a coreriny (resp. an immersion) if, for every r in R, cpI is 
bijective (resp. injective). 
The property of coverings that will be used here is the possibility of I$ing the puths: 
if cp: .#‘+% is a covering, r a vertex in .fl’, and c a path in 9 such that I(v)=I(c), then 
there exists a unique path d in .G+? with origin r and such that q(d)=c. 
A morphism cp from an automaton :‘A=(R, M, F, J, U) into an automaton 
.d = (Q, M, E, I, T) is a corering if 
(i) 43 is a covering of (R, F) onto (Q, E ), 
(ii) V’i~l there exists a uniquejgJ such that cp(.j)=i, 
(iii) Vt, q-‘(t)~U, i.e. (pdl(T)=U. 
The immediate consequence of that definition is the following proposition. 
Proposition A.I. lf’q : A+,ci’ is a cowring then ,fbr every successful puth c in .d there 
exists u unique successful path d in .d such thut q(d)=c. Iu purticulur, I!# = 1 .d / unll 
/(& = 11 .rJ 11. 
A morphism y ::H-+.d is an immersion if 
(i) cp : (Q, E)-+(R, F) is an immersion. 
(ii) V’i~l card(cC,-‘(i)nl)< 1. 
If cp is an immersion, in addition to 1.8 1 G 1 .d 1. it holds that the multiplicity in .# of 
every element in I.&l is smaller than or equal to its multiplicity in 1 .d(. 
We shall say that .# is a suhautonzcrto~z of .c/ if &’ has the same set of states as .d and 
if the identity mapping on this set is (a morphism and) an immersion, that is if d is 
obtained from .d by deleting edges and/or suppressing the quality of being initial or 
terminal to certain states. Finally, it will be convenient to say that ./A cocers .d or is 
a covering of .o/ (resp. is an immersion in .P/) if there exists a morphism cp : .&+.d that is 
a covering (resp. an immersion). 
A.2. The “resynchronization” of cm uutomuton with hounded dela), 
We sketch here an algorithm that produces a letter-to-letter Z-automaton (with 
terminal function) equivalent to a given automaton with bounded delay. 
We, thus, start with any automaton .e/ on A* x B*: d=(Q, A* x B*, E, I, T). The 
first step of the algorithm consists in deciding whether .J has a bounded delay or not 
(as proved in Lemma 3.1, this decision is achieved by computing the length difference 
of the label of every simple loop of Ed). 
Let us now call hulance of (,f; y) the signed difference Ij’I- IyI (i.e. what we have 
called length difference above is the absolute value of the balance). The second step 
consists in transforming .d into a 2-automaton .H with the property that every state 
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can be given a rank (an integer, either positive or negative) which is the unique balance 
of the label of any path from any initial state to that state. 
The canonical (or minimal) automaton that achieves this property is obtained from 
a covering of ,c9 where the preimage of any state p is p x Z and where the preimage of 
any edge e = (p, u, q) is the set of edges ((p, z), u, (q, z + d)) for every z in Z and where 
d is the balance of the label UCGA* x B* of e. More formally, let & be the (infinite) 
automaton 
&‘=(Q x Z, A* x B*, E’, Ix {0), TX Z), 
with 
The rank of the state (p, z) is precisely z; every initial state of XJ has rank 0; if t is 
a terminal state of &, (t, z) is a terminal state of d’ for any z in Z. 
Let g be the accessible part of .d’; it should be clear that 3 is finite since d has 
a bounded delay, and effectively constructible. 
From now on, we, thus, assume that .& is “ranked”. ~2 is a letter-to-letter 2- 
automaton ~ or, more accurately, an automaton on (A x B)* ~ if and only if the rank of 
every state is 0. 
Let us suppose that not every state of ~2 has rank 0, i.e. there are some states with 
strictly positive rank, and let r be the supremum of the rank of states. The third step of 
the algorithm consists in building a covering 3 of &‘, which is a ranked automaton 
with a supremum of rank equal to r- 1. Iterating this procedure r times, we, thus, get 
an automaton having no state of strictly positive rank. A symmetric procedure (the 
symmetry exchanges the two tapes) will then give an automaton having no state of 
strictly negative rank either; hence, an automaton on (A x B)*. 
Let &‘=(Q, A* x B*, E, I, co) be a ranked automaton with terminal function w, let 
r >O be the maximum (positive) rank of states, and let Q = PuR, where R is the set of 
states with rank r. To be complete, we need the additional hypothesis that if a state 
q has a positive rank (resp. a negative rank) then w(q)c A* x 1 (resp. w(q)c 1 x B*). 
This hypothesis holds trivially for a classical automaton .d = (Q, A* x B*, E, I, T) for 
which o(q) = lA* X B* if qE T and o(q) = 8 otherwise. 
Let B=(Q’, A* x B*, E’, I, a’) be the automaton defined as follows. 
(i) Q’= Pu(R x A), that is every state of maximum rank is replaced by a set of 
states indexed by the input alphabet; this index or second component indicates a letter 
that has not been read yet on the input tape, but guessed. The morphism cp :&I+& is 
then defined by cp(p)=p if PEP and q(r, a)=r if rER and ueA. 
For the definition of the edges of 49, the overall idea is that the label of an edge 
arriving in a state (r, a) is equal to the label of the corresponding edge arriving in 
r multiplied on the right by (a-‘, 1) and that the label of an edge exiting from a state 
(r, a) is equal to the label of th e corresponding edge exiting from r multiplied on the left 
by (a, 1). By abuse, we denote by En(S x T) the set of edges of E with origin in S and 
end in T. It then holds that 
(ii) 
E’n(PxP)=En(PxP), 
that is, the edges with origin and end in P are the same in %? and in .d. 
(iii) 
(10) 
(P, (.L Y), r)EEn(P x RI = V’acA (P, (.f; g)W’, 11, (r, a)kE’. (11) 
This expression, although correct, might be misleading. Since p$ R and TE R the rank 
of r is strictly greater than the rank of p. The balance of (,f; y) is precisely equal to the 
difference of ranks and is, thus, strictly positive; this implies that the length of ,f is > 1: 
f’=,f’u for a certain letter a in A. 
Now (11) implies that there exists one edge with origin p, with end (r, a) and with 
label (f’, g). And that there exists no edge with origin p and with end (r, b) with b #a 
for (.f; g)(b- ‘. l)=@ if bfa. Thus, (10) and (11) imply that cp is a bijection between 
Out,(p) and Out,,(p) for every p in P. 
(iv) 
(s, (.I; g)> q)EEn(R x P) * VbEA ((s, b), (b, l)(.t g), q)EE’. (12) 
(v) 
(s, (.L g), r)EEn(R x R) * Va.bEA ((s, b), (b, l)(f; g)(u-I, 1), (r, u))gE’. (13) 
It should be noted first that since s and I’ have the same (maximal) rank the balance of 
(fig) is zero, i.e. I,fl=lgl. 
It should be noted then that, as in (iii), for every (s, b) in R x A and every (s, (,fi g), r) 
in E, there exists only one a in A such that there exists a corresponding edge in 
,&9 between (s, b) and (r, u): 
if If 3 1 then .f=.f’u and (6, b), (b.f’, g), (r, aIkE’, 
if l,f’l =0 ~ this case might happen in the course of the iterative application of this 
third step because of (iii), even if one starts with a proper automaton .cU; ~ then 1 g / = 0 
and ((s, b), (1, l).(r, b))EE’. 
Thus, (12) and (13) imply that cp is a bijection between Out,((r, a)) and Out-/(r) for 
every r in R and every II in A. 
(vi) the definition of & will be complete with the one of u’: 
to’(p)=o(p) if PER 
o’((r, u))=(u, l)oj(r) if PER, UEA. 
It is then a very easy verification that .JA is equivalent to .d. 
A.3. Two constructions on automata reluted to their infinite behavior 
In this section, we essentially prove two propositions that can be established for 
general rational w-relations by means of Biichi’s Theorem but that require direct 
constructions on the automata for deterministic relations. They both are based on the 
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There is a one-to-one correspondence between the (successful) infinite computations 
of .d and those of %. 
Let now 9 be a subautomaton of 59: .%=(Q x 10, 1,2}, C, E’, I’, To). $7 has the 
same edges as %?; it has only fewer terminal states. 
From the definition of the function j above, it is clear that on any infinite 
computation of ,8 and between two terminal states at least one letter has been read on 
each of the two tapes: every successful infinite computation of & is admissible. 
Conversely, every admissible successful infinite computation of %? (and, thus, corres- 
ponding to such a computation in &) goes infinitely often through a terminal state 
with index 0; it is, thus, a successful infinite computation of 9I. 0 
A.3.3. Normalization qf 2-automatu with endmarker 
In order to establish Proposition 8.14, we first prove a result along the same line as 
Proposition A.3. 
Proposition A.4 Given a 2-automaton .d over A* x B* and with endmarker $, it is 
possible to build efectively two immersions ~9~ and .gZ of ~2 such that 
(i) 1tiI 1 =I_M’ln(A*$ x B*$), 
(ii) 11 a2 jl = 11 .d 11 n(A*$” x B*$“). 
Proof. We first build a covering % of .d, of which 911 and BZ will be subautomata. Let 
C,,s denote the set Cs,S=((Au$)x l)u(l x(Bu$)) and let &=(Q, C,,,, E, I, T) be 
a 2-automaton with endmarker. Let 
V=(Q x (0, 1, 2, 3}, C&, E’, I’, TX (0, 1, 2, 3)) 
be the covering of .cu’ where the states with index 1,2, or 3 characterize, respectively, 
the states reached after the reading of the endmarker on the first tape, on the second 
tape and on both tapes. More precisely, we have 
(pi, x, qj)EE’ 0 (p, X, q)EE 
and 
,j=O if xE(A x l)u(l x B), 
i=O * j= 1 if x=($, l), 
j=2 if x=(1, $), 
i=l =S 
i 
j= 1 if x@(Au$) x l)u(l x B), 
j=3 if x=(1, $), 
i=2 * 
i 
j=2 if xE(A x l)u(l x (Bu$)), 
j=3 if x=($, l), 
i=3 * j=3 VxECS,l. 
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Let gi =(Q x {O, 1,2, 3}, G,$, E”, IO, r3) be the subautomaton of %? obtained by 
keeping as final states only those with index 3 and by keeping the following edges: 
l all edges with origin in Q”; 
l of the edges with origin in Q’, only those with label in 1 x (Bu$); 
l of the edges with origin in Q’, only those with label in (AuS) x 1; 
l no edges with origin in Q3. 
Let Bz = (Q x 10, 1,2, 31, Gs, E”‘, I’, T3) be the subautomaton of V obtained by 
keeping the same terminal states as for B1 and by keeping the same edges as those of 
g1 plus all those with label ($, 1) or (1, $), that is: 
l all edges with origin in Q”; 
l of the edges with origin in Q’ (in Q’), only those with label in (($, l)}u(l x (Bu$)) 
(with label in ((Au$) x l)u{(l, $)}); 
l of the edges with origin in Q3, only those with label ($, 1) or (1, $). 
It is an easy verification to check that B1 and &Jz fulfill the conditions of the 
proposition. 0 
A.3.4. o-completion of deterministic rational relations 
We are now ready to prove Proposition 8.14. 
Proposition 8.14. A rational relation of jinite words is deterministic if and only if its 
w-completion is a deterministic rational w-relation. 
Proof. Let S=(Q, C5,$, E, I, T) be a (deterministic) 2-automaton with endmarker 
and B1 =(Q x (0, 42, 3}, G.$, E”, IO, T3) be the immersion built above. Let 9 be the 
automaton obtained from 97i by adding two states fA and tB which will be used to read 
indefinitely (but deterministically) the endmarker on the two tapes. 
More precisely, 
a=(CQ x (0, 132, 3}lu{fA, te), G.s, E”uF, I’, {t/i}), 
with the following new set of edges F, 
F={(q3, ($, I), tB)Ib’qET}u{(tg,(l, $)> t/i),(tA?($, l),td). 
Thus, a successful computation in 9S1, that is a computation that ends in a terminal 
state with index 3, is prolongated successfully to infinity (since ta is terminal) and the 
other computations are not prolongated. If .d is deterministic so is the immersion 
Bi and so is 9 by construction; in states of Q3 and in tA one reads only ($, 1) and in 
tB one reads only (1, $). 
Conversely, let .d =(Q, C,,,, E, I, T) be a 2-automaton with endmarker the infinite 
behavior of which is the o-completion of a relation of finite words, that is 
(J&I/ GA*!Y x B*Y”. Let SS1=(Q x (0, I, 2, 3}, CS,s, E”‘, I’, T3) be the immersion 
built above. Hence, (( Bz /j = (( .d (1. 
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Any infinite computation in dz has a unique decomposition 
following forms: 
into one of the two 
(4 




(S”. %” ) 
- ‘.. 
(b) 
(U. 1,) 0 (1.S) (X.6”‘) p”+q dr2-s2 
(S. 1) 
- t3 
($‘” b”) \ . ..) 
with U, x in A*, c, M’ in B*, II, m>O. 
The first step in the construction is to replace the (Biichi) acceptance of infinite 
computations [that all have ($“, $“) as label] by acceptance of finite words by 
terminal states. 
Let 8 =(Q x {O, 1,2, 3}, Cs,s, F, I’, S3) be the automaton where F is obtained from 
E”’ by deleting all edges with origin in Q3; where S3 is the subset of Q3 of states that 
are w-coaccessible (in .S,). 
Any computation in 8 has then a unique decomposition into one of the following 
two forms: 
(4 
(u. C) o 6. 1) (C”, w) (1.5) 3 
p”dq dr’ds’dt) 
(4 
(U, L.1 o (1.S) 
PO-4 ---tr 
2 (.x,sm) (S, 1) 
- s2 - t3. 
Hence, d is not yet in a normalized form for a 2-automaton with endmarker [because 
of the word $” (resp. Sm)] as the first (resp. second) component of the label of the 
computation between Y’ and s1 (resp. between r2 and s’). 
The second step of the construction consists in erasing the endmarker and then in 
making the new automaton proper. Let &‘=(Q x 10, 1,2,3}, Cs,s,F’, I’, S3) be the 
automaton where F’ is obtained from F by erasing the label ($, 1) and (1, $) in the 
components 1 and 2 of 8, that is 
(iA) replace every edge (p’, ($, l), ql) in F by an edge (p’, (1, l), ql), 
(iB) replace every edge (p’, (1, S), q’) in F by an edge (p’, (1, l), q2), 
(ii) make the new automaton proper by the classical algorithm, that is: 
(iiA) replace every path 
1 (1.1) l (l%l) l (1.1) (1.1) 1 (1.b) 
JJ -P1dp2-"'-Pk +q’ (14) 
by an edge (p’, (1, b), ql) and every path 
, (1.1) 1 (1.1) 1 (1.1) (1.1) 1 (1.S) 
fJ -pl +P2-.“-Pk -S3 (15) 
by an edge (p’, (1, $), .s3). 
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(iiB) replace every path 
2 (1.1) 2 (1.1) 2 (1.1) (1.1) 
P 
* (6 1) 
-Pl -P2-“‘-PI -q2 (16) 
by an edge (p2, (a, l), q2) and every path 
2 (1.1) * (1.1) 2 (1.1) (1.1) 
p 




by an edge (p2, ($, l), s3). 
It is easily checked that (US, 16) is the label of a successful computation in 8’ if and 
only if (u$~, ~6~) is the label of a successful computation in ~2. If & is a deterministic 
2-automaton, so are a2 and 8. The last transformation from & into &’ has to be 
verified more carefully. If G! is a deterministic 2-automaton then Q = QAuQB and an 
edge with origin in QA (resp. QB) has a label in (Au$) x 1 (resp. in 1 x (Bu$)). Hence, if 
there exists an edge (p’, ($, l), q’) in F there exists no other edge in F with origin p1 
and with label ($, 1) or with label (a, 1) - because of the definition of g2 ~ or with label 
in (1 x (Bu$)) - because QAnQB=8. 
Therefore, a path such as (14) or (15) is completely determined by its origin pl; the 
effect of operation (iiA) (resp. (iiB)) is to reproduce the edges with origin pi (resp. p:) as 
edges with origin p1 (resp. p’) and since there is no other edge with origin p1 (resp. p’) 
the automaton 8’ is deterministic as well. 0 
Appendix B: Numeration systems and synchronized rational relations 
In this appendix, we shall be interested in numbers and we shall take digits as letters 
that is A = (0, 1, .., II}. Let us denote by 2 the set { -n, . ., - 1, 0, 1, . , n}. 
Let (f; g) be an element of A* x A*. Because, in this context, f and g are considered 
as representations of integers, they are naturally justified on the right and easily 
identified with an element of (A x A)* by completing the shorter by the appropriate 
number of zeros on the left. The difference-word of (x g), denoted by f@ g, is defined as 
the word of Al* obtained by the digit-to-digit subtraction off by g. 
By abuse, we call set of dzyerence-words of a relation R of A* into itself the set 
{f 0 g I (f; g)ER} and it is denoted by DW(R). The following property then holds. 
Proposition B.1. The set of difference-words of a right-synchronized rational relation 
R is rational. 
Proof. An automaton over i* that recognizes the set of difference-words of R is 
a copy of &, where every label (a, b) is replaced by the label a-h. The initial function 
does not bring any problem. q 
Corollary B.2. The set of diference-words of a rational relation with bounded length 
diference is rational. 
The property expressed in Proposition B. 1 is not true for every rational relation, as 
shown in the example below. 
Example B.3. Let R be the graph of the morphism cp: [O, I}*-{0, I}* that erases 
the letter 0. It is easy to verify that the set of difference-words of R is 
DW(R)=jeEj-l,O, l)*Ilel,=le~_,j, which is not a rational set. 
On the other hand, the set of difference-words of a relation R may well be rational, 
without implying that R is a rational relation. 
Example B.4. Let A = (0, 1, 2j. Let cr : A *+A* be the substitution defined by 
a(O)=a(l)={2}, 0(2)=(0, 1,2), and p:A *+A* be the mirror image of words 
P(fo...fi)=fi....fo. 
Consider the relation R = o+p. Then DW(R)= ( -2, - 1, 0, 1,2}*. However, R is 
not rational, since Rn( (0, l}* x (0, l}*) is the restriction of p to (0, l)* (and would be 
rational with R since {O, I )* x {O, l)* is recognizable). 
In spite of these two examples and the apparent loose connection between the 
rationality of a relation and the one of its set of difference-words, the latter criterion 
has proved to be instrumental in the characterization of numeration systems with 
rational normalization. 
Let U be a strictly increasing sequence of integers given by a lineur recurrence 
relation with integers coqjj‘icients; for instance, the sequence of Fibonacci numbers. 
Together with a sufficiently large alphabet of digits, U yields a numeration system in 
which every integer can be represented, i.e. is written as a word on the alphabet of 
digits. For every integer N there exist an n and digits dO,d,, .., d, such that 
N =dou,+dlu,_, + ‘.. +d,uO; N is represented by the word dOdl...d,. An integer may 
well have several representations but the classical greedy algorithm gives a distin- 
guished one, called the normul representation. The function that maps any representa- 
tion onto the normal equivalent one ~ called the normalization - is, thus, a relation 
between words. The main problem addressed in [lo, 1 l] is the characterization of 
those systems U for which the normalization is a rational function or ~ what is 
equivalent ~ for which the equivalence of mapping of the normalization, Rcr, is 
a rational relation. Clearly, the set Zc of words “equal” to zero in the numeration 
system U is equal to DW(R,). One of the striking properties of the normalization is 
that RLr is a relation with bounded length difference (if the characteristic polynomial of 
the recurrence has a dominant root). 
The result that is aimed at in this framework is the equivalence between the 
rationality of the normalization and the rationality of ZU, one direction of this 
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equivalence being, thus, given by Proposition B.l. The importance of this result comes 
from the possibility of characterizing the rationality of Zu by means of algebraic tools 
(ClO, 111). 
Using infinite words, what has been done for the representation of integers in linear 
numeration systems can be carried over to the representations of real numbers in 
a noninteger base. Recovering the usual reading from left to right, the difference-word 
of an element (f; g) of A” x AN is then an element of iN, the set of difference-words of 
a relation R from A” to A” is also denoted by DW(R). The same construction as 
above on the letter-to-letter 2-automaton yields the following proposition. 
Proposition B.5. The set of difference-words of a synchronized rational relation of 
infinite words is a rational set of infinite words. 
Let 0 be a real number > 1. Every number of [0, l] can be represented in base 0 as 
an infinite word on a suitable alphabet. This representation need not be unique. The 
representation obtained from a greedy algorithm is called the @development. The 
normalization is the function r8 which maps any B-representation of a real number 
onto its Q-development. 
In this context, the problem addressed in [lo] is the characterization of those 8 for 
which the normalization is a rational function, or ~ as above ~ for which the 
equivalence of mapping R, of the normalization is a rational relation. 
The set ZB of elements of Al* representing 0 in base 6’ is equal to DW(RO). It is shown 
in [lo, 1 l] that if r8 is a rational function, then RB is synchronized and, thus, by 
Proposition B.5, Z, is a rational set. It can be noted that, conversely, if ZB is a rational 
set, then I’~ is a rational function. By algebraic tools, it has been proved that ZB 
is a rational set for any choice of alphabet of digits A if and only if 0 is a Pisot 
number [l 1, 11. 
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